1.
Recently there has been a large number of papers [8] , [9] , [11] , [13] , [14] and [15] considering subsequences and rearrangements of sequences in c A and ί A . In this paper we consider these operations in an FK space setting and are able to generalize many of these results.
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Let s denote the space of all complex-valued sequences. An FK space is a vector subspace of 5 which is also a Frechet space, (complete linear metric) with continuous coordinates. A BK space is a normed FK space. Some discussion of FK spaces is given in [19] . Well-known examples of BK spaces are the spaces m, c, c 0 of bounded, convergent, null sequences respectively, all with | | JC| | OC = sup|x fe |, = {xEs:\\x\\ p (and we write £ = € ι .) Let m 0 be the linear span of all sequences of O's and Γs and E x the set of all finite sequences; that is, sequences all but finitely many of whose terms are zero. We shall assume that all FK spaces contain E x . Let A be a matrix, E an FK space, E A = {x E s: Ax E E} is well known to be an FK space.
Let e = (1,1,1, ) , e' = (0, ,0,1,0, ) (with 1 in rank /). We denote the nth section of an element x E E by P n x -ΣΓ=i jc e 1 and say 129 that x has AK provided that P n x -» x in E. The FK space E is called wedge when e n ->0 in £. The a and β duals of a subset X of s are defined by X α = I y E 5: 2| x,y, | < °° for each x E X β = j y E 5: ^ x ι y ι converges for each x E X\ .
E is solid if x E £ implies (α, jc, ) E £ for each a & m. Let X denote all permutations (rearrangements) of the positive integers. E is symmetric if x E £ implies x σ = (jc σ(I) )E E for each σ E X.
In [6] , R. C. Buck proved the Tauberian theorem that if x is nonconvergent, then no regular summability matrix can sum every subsequence of x. I. J. Maddox in [15] Proof By a Lemma in [11] , each row of A is in c 0 . Ifx^m then the rows of A are in E 00 , for if 3 p such that (α pn )"=i^ J5" then 3 a rearrangement of JC such that Σ a pΛ x σ{ι) is not convergent. Let β n be the nth row. If 3 N such that P N β n -β n =0 for all n then Λ= s and || α" || p = 0 for H^ N. If JV does not exist then 3 a monotonic increasing sequence of positive integers (p(k)) and a rearrangement jc σ of x such that (1) such that ||P m(1) α' (2) || p <\e. Pick m(2)>m(l) such that ||α' (2) -P m (2) α^ ( 2) || p <iβ. Proceeding in this manner we inductively define increasing sequences (ΐ(k)) (a subsequence of r) and (m(k)) such that This was proved using wedge spaces by Bennett in [2] and other techniques by DeVos in [10] . 
